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Group Travel
Left - You would not believe how much weight Ed Brown has lost since we started the MBCA RGV Section! Here
we see Ed enjoying a healthy meal at South Padre Island. Ed has lost more than 30 pounds. He looks great. We
appreciate his handling of our meager finances. Right – Walter Parce enjoying a fresh glass of ice cold tea at
Blackbeard’s at the annual trip to South Padre Island, Texas.
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Above right- Ed Brown and his wife, Dian usually bring their daughter, Kalin to the Section outings. I don’t
remember what Ed was explaining to Jaime and Cindy Huerta, (left) but it was interesting. It looks like the
swordfish is driving the old Buick behind Ed. Below – The RGV Section officers enjoy conversation after a fine
meal at Blackbeard’s Seafood and Grill Restaurant.
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Above – Now this is a beautiful view of the MB automobiles that we rode to South Padre Island on a glorious
Sunday afternoon. Although many of our members we vacationing in other parts of the state and the world, a
few of left McAllen, Texas to visit Walter Parce’s MB garage and then travel to the Island for a fine seafood
dinner. (Picture by Kalin Brown)
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Special Feature and Recognition: Walter Parce, Director, Rio Grande Valley Section

RGV Section Director, Walter Parce is seen while working on one of his projects, a 1985 MB 300 CD. He is
rebuilding the air conditioning system to meet modern Rio Grande Valley needs. The vehicle has been repainted
and the interior has been completely redone. Notice the European lights. Walter is an engineer who enjoys
working on fine automobiles. He maintains complete automobiles for parts (below). Walter Parce is one of the
founding members of the RGV Section of MBCA.
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This beautiful 1969 280SE M-B was purchased recently by Walter Parce from an aficionado who claimed that the
automobile originally belonged to Vidal Sassoon. While the car looks stunning outside, it smells like leather
heaven inside. All the wood is also impeccable. The lovely rear section of this MB is pictured below.

What beautiful chrome and classic lines!
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A blast from 2012: A group picture of members travelling to South Padre Island via Sprinter, thanks to Rolando
Pedraza.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Joining the MBCA RGV Section is easy. We welcome all interested individuals to join us by simply calling the
section president, Richard Irizarry at 956.735.0363 richardirizarry@hotmail.com or Rolando Pedraza at
956.638.7282. We will send you the application form in the mail or direct you to the MBCA at 800.637.2360 or just
visit mbca.org.
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Above: Rolando Pedraza, Director at work trying to find the best Mercedes-Benz for his customer at the MB of
San Juan Dealership. Rolando was a founding member of the RGV Section and is credited with finding the
necessary members to create the section. Below: General Manager, Alfonso Cavazos, always a happy face.

Picture by: Rolando Pedraza, Director
MB of San Juan is located at 400 East Expressway 83 in San Juan, Texas. Their phone number is 956.787.4400.
They can be reached at www.mbsanjuantx.com. Their motto is “How may I be of service?” Tell them we sent
you.

Please feel free to share this newsletter with your family and friends. Happy motoring in your
Mercedes-Benz! Send Comments to: richardirizarry@hotmail.com.
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